Egg distribution, bottom topography and small-scale cod population structure in a coastal marine system
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Appendix 1. Fjord system with individual sampling stations. See Fig. 1 (in main text) for location in Norway

Fig. A1. Map of sampling stations (black dots) in transects from northern Norway: Hopen (1), Reipå (2), Bjerangsfjorden (3), Storfjorden (4), Okfjorden (5), Sørnfjorden (6), Brekkosen (7), Beiarnsfjorden (8)
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Fig. A2. Map of sampling stations (black dots) in transects from western Norway: Austerheim (15), Skogsvågen (16), Lysefjorden (17), Fanafjorden (11), Hellosen (10), Lurosen (14), Koltvetosen (12), Davængvågen (13)
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Fig. A3. Map of sampling stations (black dots) in transects from southern Norway: Lillesand (18), Risør (19) and Tvedestrand (20) (all 2005)

Appendix 2. Threshold selection for the regression models used in the *Gadus morhua* egg distribution analysis

Fig. A4. Generalized Cross Validation (GCV) profile for the selection of the threshold values in Models 2 and 3 from Table 1 (in main text). (a) Latitude threshold; (b) sill depth threshold